
Activity Log

June 14th

Today we had our school Gala Day. It was also the first game of soccer for

the Socceroos for the World Cup Soccer Game. It was a great day and I had

heaps of fun but at the end of the day, I noticed that there was something

funny about the balloons that were hanging on the fence. At the beginning of

the day, the Year 10's hung yellow and green balloons on the school fence

to get people to come in to our gala day. By the time I went home, all of the

yellow balloons were about half the size of the green ones - which seemed to

be the same size as they were at the beginning of the day. Why were they

different? Noone seemed to be able to tell me! My mum thought that maybe

the lighter colour might have been affected by the UV light, for it was a clear

sunny day and they had been in the full sun all day. Someone else thought it

may have been different thickness balloons - but when I asked, they were

the same brand and from the same packet. I thought we could do some

testing to see if the colour is effected by the sunlight.



July 1stth

Today Mummy bought some balloons for my science competition entry.

They were from Hot Dollar at Carlingford and we had to buy 3 packets so

that we would have enough for experimenting. I need 4 of every colour so

that I can hang 3 on the fence and have 1 as a control that I will hang inside.

July 6th

Today was my first test day! It was so fun. Daddy helped me to blow up the

balloons using an air compressor and mummy helped me to tie them on the

fence. We found it very slow at first trying to get each balloon exactly 66cm

around, but then daddy thought of a way to do it better. He thought of sticky

taping the tape measure at 66cm, and then filling the balloon to the measure

instead of always measuring and adjusting afterwards.  The weather was

great and tomorrow seems to be good too.

Maximum temperature : 16 C - Sunny
0

Minimum temperature : 10 C
0



July 7th

Mummy and I went to have a look at my balloon today and they were already

smaller. Some were popped. Tomorrow I will do the recording on my paper.

Maximum temperature : 19 C - Sunny
0

Minimum temperature : 8 C
0

July 8th

Today I recorded all of he diameters of all of the first test group of balloons. I

had a special sheet that mummy had made on the computer and we wrote

the measurements down. Then I started the 2  test group 9of balloons.
nd

There are different colours in this brand of balloons but still a good range,

both light and dark.

Maximum temperature : 18 C - Sunny
0

Minimum temperature : 9 C
0

July 9th

Some more balloons have popped and many of test group 1 are totally flat.

There are many that are quite small already even in this 2  group.
nd



Maximum temperature : 21 C - Sunny
0

Minimum temperature : 6 C
0

July 10th

I measured today and the balloons are so random! The results are very

different to the first group. The red balloons in the first test group were really

“shrunken down” but today they were the less “shrunk” of all. (See results)

I recorded all the results on the special page again.

Maximum temperature : 17 C - Sunny
0

Minimum temperature : 10 C
0

July  19th 

Today I set up the 3 , 4  and 5  test groups. Again we put them on the tennis
rd th th

court fence and again mummy and daddy helped me to set it all up and blow

up the balloons. Because it is now school time, we wanted to be able to do

lots of groups at the same time. We don’t want to run out of time . Of course it

took much, much longer to do all of those balloons especially when the 4th



group had 11 different coloured balloons! In 2 days time we will go back and

I will record all of their diameters again. The weather again was great . I was

worried this morning that it might rain but it didn’t, it was quite sunny.

Maximum temperature : 23 C - Sunny
0

Minimum temperature : 9 C
0

July 20th

More recording of all of the measurements around the balloons today. It took

a lot longer because we had so many balloons to do but this should be the

end of my testing now. We were blessed with good  weather again because it

was sunny and there  was no rain. The reason this is so good is that every

test day has been similar in temperatures and conditions.

Maximum temperature : 23 C - Sunny
0

Minimum temperature : 10 C
0

July 25  th



I can't believe the inside balloons - theyare still the same size! Even last

weeks balloons are big. What is it that makes them go down I wonder? Next

year I want to see if the wind is the thing thet makes them go down or the

sunlight or the cold.

July 30th

Today we started to put all my information on the computer. Mummy and I

chose the best pictures and put them into a special folder on her laptop.

August 4th

Daddy helped me to make a graph of the colours tonight and it looks really

cool. We were able to make the columns the same colour as the balloons.

August 16th

Today I finally popped all of the inside balloons. They were deflated quite a

lot but I really can't believe that they are still going. It is now almost a month

and I have just put holes in them because we are having some friends over

for dinner and mum says that its time to get rid f them.



August 18th

Today Mummy and I went to the internet to find out why I got these results.

All I did  was type balloons out in the sun and up came a whole page of

websites. Some was good information and some was not very good.  Mummy

read it all with me and I know that colours either take in ou reflect heat energy

and if they take it in, the balloon will expand. Once the balloon expands, it

stretches. When it cools down again it makes the balloon shrivel up. That is

why the dark ones didn't last as long. It also is why the black balloons

popped so many times.


